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ABSTRACT
In this paper we craısider hannonic curvatures of a Frenet curve of osculating order d. We also 

consider a general helix of AW(k) type where k=l,2 and 3. We have show that, there is no general helix 
of AW(3)type. We also show that, a general helix of rank 1 and of AW(3) type must be a circular helix. 
We give curvature conditions of the curves, whid) have AW(2) prt^aty. In the final part, we visualize 
the plane and space curves of (weak) AW(2) type.

1. ÎNTROBUCTION

In this part wc consider Frenet curves (of osculating order d) and their harmonic 
curvatures,

Let Y: I ç E -> E” be a unit speed curve in E“. The curve y is called Frenet 
curve of osculating order d if its higher order dcrivatives /(s), y"(s), y"(s),...,y^^\s) 

are linearly independent and y'(s),y"(s), y"(s),...,Y*‘'^'\s) are no longer linearly 

independent for ali sel. For each Frenet curve of order d one can associate an 
orîhononnal d-frame Vı,V2,...,Vd along y (such that y'(3) = vj) called the Frenet
fiırame and d-1 fnnctions ki,k2,. .,kj_j : I R , caüed the Frenet curvatures, such

Lnai the Frenet formulas are defined in the usual way;UL. Tl

Dvj'(S) = Ki(s)V2(s),

Dvı V2(s) = -Kı(s)y' (s) + K2(s)y3(s),

(1)

(2)

Dv, Vi(s) = -Ki_ı(s)Vi„,(s) + Ki(s)Vi+](s), 

DvjVj+ıfs) = -Ki(S)Vi(s)

vvhere D is the Levi-civita connection of E".

(3)

(4)
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A regular curve y . I ç E E“ is called a W-curve of rank d, if y is a Frenet 
curve of osculating order d and the Frenet curvatures k; , 1 < i < d -1 are non-zero 

constants. W-curve of rank 3 is a right circular helix [4].
Let y be a unit speed curve of osculating order d. The functions H,: l-> E, 

1 < j < d - 2 defined by

H, = Hj = 2 < j < d - 2 (5)
><2 ’^j+ı

are called the harmonic curvatures of y where k,,k2,. .,Kd_ı are Frenet curvatures of 
y which are not necessarily constant.

Definition 1. The unil speed Frenet curve of osculating order d is called general 
d-2

helix of rank (d - 2) if Z Hf = c, where c is any constant.
i=l

2. Frenet Curve of Osculating Order 3

İn this part, we consider the Frenet curve of osculating order 3 of E" . We obtain 
some results. First, we start with some well known results;

Proposition 2. Let y be a Frenet curve in E“ of osculating order 3 then 
Dv,Vi(s) = Ki(s)V2(s), (6)

DviV2(s) = -K,(s)V,(s) + Ki (s) 
Hı(s)

VsCs), (7)

Dv,V3(s) = -Ki (s) 
Hı(s)

Vals) (8)

where H. is the lirst harmonic curvature of y and y'(s) = are the Frenet 
frame fields.
Proof. Using the Frenet formulas (l)-(4) andthe equation (5), we get the result

Theorem 3, [6] The higher order derivatives y’(s),y"(s),y"'(s) are linearly dependent 
if and only if y is a general helix of rank 1.

Remark 1. By previous proposition, it is easy to show that a general helix of rank 1 
is of order 3.

Proposition 4 [6], Let y be a Frenet curve of E“ of osculating order 3. Then 
Y is a general helix of rank 1 if and only if Hı= constant.
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Theorem 5 [6]. Let y be a general helis of rank 1. For tire Frenet frarne vı, Vj, Vj, 

the harmoııic curvature of y is giveıı by H] = where X is the fixed unit

vector.

Proposition 6. Let y be a Frenet curve in E" of osculating order 3 Ören we have
y^s) = Dv,y'(s) = Kj(s)v2 (9)

y^s) = D^jD^j'(s) = -Kı^(s)v, +kİ(s)v2 +
.2R] (s)

H,(s)

y"(s) = Dvjf'vıİA'ıY'(s) = -3kj (s)k5(s)vj +{kJ(s) - Kj (s) -
K?(s) 
H?(s)-hz+f-

■3K)(s)kî(s)Hi(s) - k?HÎ(s) 

H?(s)

'^2,

where y'(s) = vj and H, is the first lıannonic curvature.

Proof. Suppose y: 1 c E -> E” is a unit speed curve in E". If y is a Frenet curve of
order 3 tben by the use of eojıations (6)-(8), we get the result.

J-/VI. ua vvlıLv

Nj(s) = K](s)v2, (10)

N2(s) = k;(s)V2 +
S] (s)

Hı(s)
(11)

NsCs) = {kî(s) - (k, (s))^(1 + 1 
H?(s)

-}V2 +{-
H?(s)

■}V3 . (12)

'^3,

3k, (s)k; (s)H,(s) -

Proposition 7 [1], Let y be a Frenet curve in E" of osculating order 3 then

“ (N1’N2/^îN3

{IİN2f (N3,Ni) - (N3,N2XNi,N2)}Nı

iP 3 >N2 ) - (Ns ’ Nı )(NnN2 2

By the use of above proposition we obtain;

Theorem 8. L( y be a Frenet curve in E" of osculating order 3 then 
Nsis) = ^N3(s),NÎ'(s)^N*(s)+^N3(s),N2(s)yN2(s)

where

Nds) = Nı(s) 
IİNı(s)||

and
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N*2(s) =
N2(s)-(n2(s),N^(s))n;(s) 

|n2(s)-^N2(s),N;(s)^NÎ(s)|

First we vvili give the definition of the curve of AW(k) type (see [1]).

Definition 9. Frenet curves (of osculating order 3) are

i) of type AW(1) if they satisfy N3(s)=0,

ii) of type AW(2) if they satisfy

||N2(s)|pN3(s) = (N3(s),N2(s))N2(s),

İÜ) of type AW(3) if they satisfy

(13)

||Nı(s)f N3(s) = (N3(s),N,(s)}N,(s) . (14)

İn the followings, we consider Frenet curves of order 3 to be of type AW(k), where 
k=l,2and3.

Corollary 10. Let y be a Frenet curve of osculating order 3 then Nj = Uj, N2 = 03 .

Definition 11. Frenet curves (of osculating order 3) are

i) of type weak AW(2) if they satisfy
N3(s) = (N3(s),N*2(s))n*2(s), (15)

İİ) of type weak AW(3) if they satisfy
N3(s) = (N3(s),Nt(s))N;(s), (16)

vvhere Nj = 03, Nj = Uj.
By the use of Proposition 6 and Definition 11, we obtain the following results;

Corollary 12. Eveıy Frenet curve of weak AW(3) type is of AW(3) type.

Corollary 13. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3. If y is of type weak AW(2) then

kKs)-
K?(S)

-Kf(s)=O, (17)

where Hj = -S- is the first harmonic curvature of y.
><2
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Corollary 14. Let y be a Frenet curve of type vveak AW(2). İf y is a plane curve 

then Kj(s)-Kf(s) = O,and the solution of this differential eguation is kj(s) = ±^, 

vvhere c is constant (see Figüre 1).

Theorem 15. Let y be a general lîc!ix of rank 1. If y is of type weak AW(2) then

Kı(s) = ±-
'2 , and K2(s) = Va-I K)(s)

where A = 1 + 1

Hr(s)
(see Figüre 2).

Proof. Suppose that y is a Frenet curve of type vveak AW(2) then its Frenet 
curvatures k,,K2 satisfiy the differential equation (17). If we solve this equation v/e 

get the result.

Theorem 16. Let y be a Frenet curve of orekr 3. Then there is no (circular or 
general) hehx of type ÂW(1).

Proof. Assume that y be a helix then by dcfınition Hı=constant. So h; = 0, 
Therefore the system of the differential equation

3ki(s)k',(s)Hi(s) = 0. (18)

kÎ(s)-Ki(s)3(1 + 1
H?(s)

■) = o. (19)

docs not have a non-trivial solution.

Theorem 17. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3. Then y is of type AW(2) if and 

only if
W

3(Ki (s))‘ Ki (s)H, (s) - K* (s)k, (s)H , (s) - Kf (s)Ki (s) + Kf (s)H, (s)(1 + 1 
H?(s)

) = 0. (20)

Proof. Suppose y is a Frenet curve of order 3 then by (11) and (12), we can write

N2(s) = a(s)Yj+P(s)Y3, 

N3(s)-ti(s)Yj+8(s)Y3,

(21)

(22)

where ajl.rı and 8 are differentiable fnnctions. Since y is of type AW(2). Then 
by Dcfınition 9, the vectors N2(s) and Nî(s) are linear depended. So

a p

T| 8
= 0; i.e. a(s)§{s) = P(s)'q(s) . (23)

Using (10)-(12) we get
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a(s) = K, (s), P(s) =
Kf(S)

H,(s)’

n(s) = <(s)-(Kı(s)/(l + H?(s)^’

5(S) =
3ki (s)k; (s)Hi (s) - K? (s)H; (s) 

Hf(s)

Substituting these into (23), we obtain (20).
Conversely if the equation (20) holds it is easy to show that y is of AW(2) 

type. This completes the proof.

CoroUary 18. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3. If y is general helix of type 
AW(2) then, it satisfies

3(k, (s))^-k,(s)k, (s) + k^(s)(1 + 1 
H?(s)

-)=o. (24)

Theorem 19. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3. Then it is of type AW(3) if and 
only if

3k/(s)H,(s)-Ki’(s)h/(s) = 0. (25)
Proof. Suppose y is a Frenet curve of order 3 which is of type AW(3). So 
substituting (10) and (12) into (16) we get (25).

Conversely if the equation (25) holds, it is easy to show that y is of AW(3) 
type. This completes the proof of the theorem.

CoroUary 20. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3 and of type AW(3). If y is a 
general helix of rank 1 then it must be a circular helix.
Proof. Suppose y is a general helix of rank 1, tiren by definition HJ(s) = 0. So the 
equation (24) becomes k;(s)H](s) = 0. Since y is a space curve, Hı(s) is none zero 

so k;(s) = o (i.e. Kj is constant). By the definition of general helix k2 must be 
constant too. So y must be a circular hehx.

Theorem 21. Let y be a general helix of rank 1. If y is of AW(2} type then

K1(S) =
1

V-As^ +Bs + C
and k,(s)-Va^ Ki(s), (26)

where A = l +
1 

H?(s)
B and C are real constants and H, is the first harmonic

curvature of y (see Figüre 3).
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Proof. Suppose y is a general helix of Â\V(2) type. If we substitute kj = x in (24) 

we get
1d X -,dx 2 A 4 A 1

X—^-3(—) =Ax , A = l+ 
ds^ dsds 2/-.Hf(s)

(27)

Let us take x = yP , ...... . . . . dx
and dıfterentıatıng ıt twıce — = p\' 

ds
p, and 

ds
d^X
—T ~ P(P ~ (“)^ + Py—r so the equation {TT) becomes
ds ds dsds

dS' dydyy^ pyP->^ + p(p-l)yP-^(^)^ -3pyP-^(W=Ay^^
ds^ ds ds

(28)

py^.̂ +p(p-î)y’'’-^($^)^ -3p?y?P-?(İ)^ = Ay^P, 
j..ds as

(29)

Pııîliiig p(p-i)^3p'(i.e. p B - T) into the last equâtion get

ds 2 ds
(30)

So = -2A. Now, we solve this eguation. Since — = -2At + B, we get

2
1

y = -As^+Bs+C. By the use of x = y we obtain x = (-As^+Bs+C ) . Since

H, Kg

■'<2
, have the result.i =

Corollary 22. Let y be a Frenet curve of osculating order 3. If y is of AW(2) type 
then y can not be a circular hehx.

Proof. Let y be a Frenet curve of order 3. If y is of type AW(2) then by Theorem 8 
we get

3(k, (s))^ Kj (s)H[ (s) - <(s)k, (s)Hı (s) - k: (s)k, (s) + kJ(s)H, (s)(l + 1 
Hf(s)

) = 0.

Assume that y is circular helix then k,(s) must be non zero constant. So we

get Kf(s)H,(s)(l + 1
H?(s)

•) 0. Since y can not be a straight line tiren (1+-^ = 0, 
H?(s)

which is itnpossible. So y can not be circular hehx.
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3. Visualization

We visualizc the space curves nıentioned in the previous section ınaking use of 
Malhemalica. Here, we show just a simple command to plot a portion of a space 
curve. In the matliematica session below kk and tt denote the first and second Frenet 
curvature of a space curve. Using kk and tt values, it is possible to plot a portion of a 
plane curve (kk=0) and a space curve. To do this, we use the follovving progranune 
(see [5]);

plotmtrinsic3d[{kk_,tt_J,{a_ ; 0, {pl_: 0, p2_: 0, p.3 ; 0}, 
{ql_;0, q2_;0, q3_:0}, {pl_ ; 0, p2_ : 0, p3_ ; 0}, {smin_10,smax;10},opts_];= 
ParametricPlot3D[Module[{xl,x2,x3,tl,t2,t3,nl,n2,n3,bl,b2,b3}, 
{xl[s],x2[s],x3[s]}/.
NDSolve[{xl'[ss]==tl[ss], x2'[ss]=t2[ss], x3'[ss]==t3[ss], 
tr[ss]=kk[ss]nl[ss], t2'[ss]==kk[ss]n2[ss], t3'[ss]= li[ss]nl[ss], 

nr[ss]==-kk[ss]tl [ss]+tt[ss]bl [ss], 
n2'[ss]==-kk[ss]t2[ss]+tt[ss]b2[ss], 
n3'[ss]=-kk[ss]t3 [ss]+tt[ss]b3 [ss], 
br[ss]==-tt[ss]nl [ss], b2'[ss]==-tt[ss]ri2[ss], b3'[ss]==-tt[ss]n3[ss], 
xl[a]==pl, x2[a]==p2, x3[a]==p3, 
tl[a]==ql, t2[a]==q2, t3[a]==q3, 
nl[a]==rl, n2[a]==r2. n3[a]-=r3, 
bl[a]==q2r3-q3r2, b2[a]==q3rl-qlr3, b3[a]==qlr2-q2rl, 
{xl,x2,x3,tl,t2,t3,nl,n2,n3,bl,b2,b3},
{ ss,smin,smax}]]//EvaIuate, {s,smin,smax},opts];

Figüre 1 Figüre 2 Figüre 3
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